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Tank Abbott replaces Ken Shamrock on stacked UR Fight Event card
Voting for Fight Roy Jones Jr. Contest Extended
TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
TORONTO, ON, March 4th, 2016: URSHOW.tv gives fans the fight they want in the face of injury to Ken
Shamrock. Fight Roy Jones Jr. Contest Extended. Live venue and iPPV tickets now available.
The highly scrutinized and extraordinarily controversial bout between Ken Shamrock and Royce Gracie,
which took place on February 19th, saw Ken Shamrock lose via TKO to arch nemesis Royce Gracie.
Shamrock has since filed a complaint with the Texas State Athletic Commission alleging low blows.
With Ken left nursing his nether regions and on suspension due to the TKO, URSHOW.tv promises to
elevate combat sports as entertainment to a whole other level, by announcing MMA’s foremost
brawler, David “Tank” Abbott, on their inaugural card in his place.
Tank Abbott, 50, a UFC and WCW veteran, never met a fight he didn’t like, and will be looking to avenge
a 1995 loss to Dan Severn, in this rematch 20 years in the making.
In other URSHOW.tv, UR Fight news, voting is now underway to determine which aspiring fighting fan will
get the opportunity to take on Roy Jones Jr. with $100,000 at stake. Over 1500 entrants submitted their
video and profile for consideration, a process which now sees the final four finalists vie for this once in a
lifetime opportunity. Voting has been extended to March 6, 2016, 11:59 AM EST.
Vote now at facebook.com/urshowtv
For those looking to catch UR Fight in person, visit the Celebrity Theatre Website and Box Office today.
Tickets are priced at $40, $60 and $100 respectively.
The Live Stream iPPV, broadcast only on URSHOW.tv, is also now available directly from our website for
only $11.99.
To stay up to date on the latest exclusive celebrity content and the most incredible live events, visit
URSHOW.tv for more information.
About:
URSHOW.tv is a new digital television network of celebrity channels that will bring U exclusive programs
on-demand and incredible live events streamed directly to you. Watch from any device you choose, no
matter where you are in the world. Amazing features give you an unprecedented level of interaction

with your favorite stars. Connect with celebrities like never before, gain behind the scenes access, shape
the experience and be a part of URSHOW.tv.
To learn more visit www.URSHOW.tv
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